JEFF HORWITZ AND THE STAFF OF THE WALL STREET JOURNAL WIN NEW YORK PRESS CLUB’S GOLD KEYBOARD AWARD FOR 2022
WINNERS ANNOUNCED IN 30 CATEGORIES

The New York Press Club announced today that Jeff Horwitz and the staff of the Wall Street Journal are the 2022 recipients of the club’s highest award, the Gold Keyboard. The Journal reporters were recognized for their series of investigative stories entitled “The Facebook Files” on the social media site’s “flaws that cause harm, often in ways only the company fully understands.”

The award, along with the full complement for 2022 in 30 categories, will be presented at the club’s Annual Awards Dinner, Tuesday, June 7, 7 pm, at the Water Club in Manhattan. (Click here for tickets.)

Other major awards went to Troy Closson of The New York Times who will receive the Nellie Bly Cub Reporter Award and the following winners of the Mychal Judge Heart of New York Award: Alex Vadukul of The New York Times for “Lives of New York” (Newspaper), Virginia Huie and Patrick Mantle of News 12 for “9/11 Birthday Roses” (TV) and Uli Buetter Cohen for “Subway Book Review” (Internet).

As was previously announced, the staff of the Albany Times Union is the recipient of the Club’s 2022 “Gabe Pressman Truth to Power Award” for its series of stories on the Cuomo administration lying to the public about COVID-19 practices at nursing homes, and sexual harassment or inappropriate behavior by then-Governor Andrew Cuomo in 2021.
The New York Press Club
The New York Press Club is an association of and for working journalists and media professionals. The club is a private, non-profit organization and is not affiliated with any government office or agency and does not advocate or participate in any political activity. www.nypressclub.org

###

Gold Keyboard
Newspaper
“The Facebook Files”
Jeff Horwitz and the Staff of The Wall Street Journal
*The Wall Street Journal*

Nellie Bly Cub Reporter
Newspaper
Troy Closson
*The New York Times*

Rev. Mychal Judge Heart of New York
Newspaper
"Lives of New York"
Alex Vadukul
*The New York Times*

TV
“9/11 Birthday Roses”
Virginia Huie, Patrick Mantle
*News 12*

Internet
“Subway Book Review”
Uli Beutter Cohen
*Uli Beutter Cohen*

Business Reporting NYC Metro
Newspaper
"Fraud Costing Billions"
James T. Madore
*Newsday*

Internet
“New York in Job Hunt as City Seeks Economic Comeback from Covid”
Greg David
*The City*

Mark Lieberman Memorial Award for Business Reporting Newspaper
“The Gamestop Frenzy”
Julia-Ambra Verlaine, Gunjan Banerji, Akane Otani, Peter Rudegeair, Kirsten Grind and Maureen Farrell
*The Wall Street Journal*

Business Reporting National (cont’d)
Magazine
"Following the Flock"
Bernhard Warner
*Fortune*

TV
"CBS Sunday Morning: Speaking Out for Change"
Erin Moriarty, Sari Aviv, George Pozderec, Rand Morrison
*CBS News Sunday Morning*

Internet
"Sourced From Inside"
H. Claire Brown
*The Counter*

Commentary
Newspaper
“Heard on the Street”
Charley Grant, Laura Forman and Justin Lahart
*The Wall Street Journal*

Magazine
“Cuomo Never Let Me Forget I Was a Woman”
Jessica Bakeman
*New York Magazine*

Internet
“The roots of denialism: How the birth of smog in 1943 led to Trump and QAnon”
Jack Hitt
*Insider*

Consumer Reporting
Newspaper
“The Truth Behind Hospital Prices”
Anna Wilde Mathews, Tom McGinty and Melanie Evans
*The Wall Street Journal*

TV
“Team 12 Investigates: Web of Lies”
Hannah Kliger, Jose Sanchez, Aime Rodriguez, Pratik Parija
*News 12*
Consumer Reporting (cont’d)

Internet
“The Wild Story of a Real-Estate Magnate’s Quest to Make His Own Cryptocurrency Backed by $6 Billion in Gold He Says is Buried Near Las Vegas”
Daniel Geiger, Alex Nicoll
 Insider

Continuing Coverage NY Metro

Newspaper
“Dysfunction at Rikers Island”
Jan Ransom, Jonah E. Bromwich and Bianca Pallaro
 The New York Times

TV
“Team 12 Investigates: Justice Denied”
Anthony Carlo, Christian Braxton, Aime Rodriguez, Jose Sanchez, Chade Newton
 News 12

Internet
“Up In The Air: An Investigative Series About How The NYC School System Invested In Ventilation To Combat COVID-19”
Nsikan Akpan, Caroline Lewis, Jaclyn Jeffrey-Wilensky, Michael Hill, Kerry Nolan, Christopher Werth, Stephanie Clary, Sean Bowditch, Audrey Cooper
 New York Public Radio: WNYC/Gothamist

Radio
“Battling the COVID variants”
Newsroom Staff
 1010 WINS

Continuing Coverage National (cont’d)

Continuing Coverage National

Newspaper
“The New Student Debt Crisis”
Andrea Fuller, Melissa Korn, James Benedict, Lindsay Huth, Lisa Bannon
 The Wall Street Journal

Magazine
“What Ahmaud Arbery’s Death Has Meant for the Place Where He Lived”
Janell Ross
 Time Magazine

Secretary

TV
“Six Weeks: Inside the Texas Abortion Ban”
Carter Sherman, Gilad Thaler, Stacey Sommer, Patrick Mannion, Joseph Matoske, Daniel Vergara, Andrew Cagle, Leah Feiger, Maral Usefi, Nikki Egan, Michael Learmonth
 VICE News

Internet
“Investigative reporting on groups profiting from dubious COVID-19 treatments”
Vera Bergengruen
 Time Magazine

Courtroom Illustration NYC Metro

TV
“Ghislaine Maxwell courtroom artist”
Jane Rosenberg
 Fox5 NY

Courtroom Illustration National

Internet
“Ghislaine Maxwell in Shackles”
Elizabeth Williams
 Associated Press

Crime Reporting NYC Metro

Newspaper
“2 Men Convicted of Killing Malcolm X Will Be Exonerated”
Ashley Southall and Jonah E. Bromwich
 The New York Times

TV
“Justice For All: Disbanding Anti-Crime Unit”
Anthony Carlo, Jose Sanchez
 News 12

Internet
“Misconduct Unbecoming: The NYPD’s Lack of Discipline”
Yoav Gonen, Gabriele Sandoval, Greg B. Smith
 THE CITY
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Crime Reporting National

Newspaper
“Hidden Interests”
James V. Grimaldi, Coulter Jones and Joe Palazzolo
*The Wall Street Journal*

Crime Reporting National (cont’d)

Magazine
“Airbnb’s Nightmare”
Olivia Carville
*Bloomberg Businessweek*

TV
“The Grudge”
David Corvo, Liz Cole, Andrea Canning, Adam Gorfain, Lynn Keller, Marianne Haggerty, Julie Kim
Terrell Tangonan, Marissa Hoffman, Mridula Rajagopal, Richard Platt, Bruce Burger, Tim Al-Harby
*Dateline NBC*

Entertainment News NYC Metro

Internet
“Survivor’s Guilt”
Haven Orecchio-Egresitz
*Insider*

Critical Arts Review

Newspaper
“Brian P. Kelly on Contemporary Art After COVID-19”
Brian P. Kelly
*The Wall Street Journal*

Magazine
“Ted Lasso and TV’s Strange Quest to Build the Perfect Man”
Judy Berman
*Time Magazine*

Entertainment News National

Newspaper
“He Sold Away His People’s Heritage. He’s in the Jungle to Get It Back.”
Tom Mashberg
*The New York Times*

Magazine
“Entertaining the “New Saudi”
Vivienne Walt
*Fortune*

TV
“Sunday Sitdown with H.E.R.”
Willie Geist, Brittany Mania, Joseph Andre, Paul Manson, Matt Carluccio
*NBC News, Sunday Today with Willie Geist*

Entertainment News National

Internet
“Spotlight on Deaf Actors: Are Deaf Actors and Stories Finally Breaking Through in Hollywood? (Series)”
Brian Welk
*The Wrap*

Documentary National

TV
“On Assignment with Richard Engel: Our House”
Richard Engel, Eliot Higgins, On Assignment with Richard Engel Staff, Bellingcat Staff, NBC News Staff
*MSNBC / NBC News*

Internet
“Inside TikTok’s Dangerously Addictive Algorithm”
Joanna Stern, Frank Matt, Rob Barry, John West, Georgia Wells, William Mata, Darnell Stalworth, Robert Libetti, Christina Vallice
*The Wall Street Journal*

Documentary NYC Metro

TV
“TWA 800: 25 Years Later”
James DiGregorio, Doug Geed, Brian Endres
*News 12*
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Feature Photo

Newspaper
“Ground Zero: A selfie stop for some; a cemetery for others”
John Minchillo, Mark Lennihan
Associated Press

Magazine
“An American Emergency”
Adam Ferguson
Time Magazine

Feature Photo

Newspaper
“Is the Party Over for New York’s Outlaw Houseboats?”
Kevin T. Dugan
The New York Times

Magazine
“Revolt of the Delivery Workers”
Josh Dzieza
New York Magazine and The Verge

TV
"The Photo"
Adam Harding, Michael DelGiudice, Rachel Belli
WNBC-TV

Internet
"Why One Queens Block Has Flooded For Decades"
Elizabeth Kim
Gothamist & WNYC

Feature Reporting NYC Metro

Feature Reporting National (cont’d)

Radio
“The Santa Shortage”
Jeff Bellinger
Bloomberg Radio

Internet
“Border to Border”

Feature Reporting National

Newspaper
“I Thought I Was Done With Iraq. Then a Fellow Marine’s Purple Heart Turned Up at Auction”
Ben Kesling
The Wall Street Journal

Magazine
“Inside Ben Crump’s Fight to Make America Value Black Life”
Janell Ross
Time Magazine

TV
“NBC News Now: The War at Home”
Richard Engel, On Assignment with Richard Engel Staff, NBC News Staff
NBC News NOW’s Top Story with Tom Llamas / Peacock

Feature-Science Medicine & Technology NY Metro

Newspaper
“The Gift, Interrupted”
Robert Cassidy, Arthur Mochi Jr., Arthur Browne, Thomas Maier, Chris Ware, Reece T. Williams, Jeffrey Basinger, Gregory Martin Stevens
Newsday

Radio
“BREAKING NEWS CONSUMERS HANDBOOK: Variant Edition”
Brooke Gladstone, Katya Rogers, Rebecca Clark-Callender, Eloise Blondiau, Micah Loewinger, Jennifer Munson
New York Public Radio
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Feature-Science Medicine & Technology National

Magazine
“Deadly Climate: How the Climate Crisis Is Ushering in a New Pandemic Era”
Jeff Goodell (writer), Sean Woods (editor)
Rolling Stone

TV
“Cancer Alley”
Zach Caldwell, McKinleigh Lair, Andrew Pattison, Simone Perez, Alzo Slade, Gregory Wright, Craig Thomson, Beverly Chase, Subrata De
VICE on Showtime

Internet
“‘I didn’t trust my palate or my body or my mind’: Covid-related smell loss puts chefs through the emotional”
H. Claire Brown
The Counter

Feature Reporting-Sports NYC Metro

Newspaper
“Dick Vitale is in the biggest fight of his life”
Ian O’Connor
New York Post

Radio
“The Korean War, the Giants, the NYPD; inside the life of author Robert Daley”
Dylan Balsamo, Andrew Gullotta, Alexander Wolz, Bobby Ciafardini
WFUV (90.7 FM)

Feature Reporting-Sports National

Newspaper
“Simone Biles and the Weight of Perfection”
Juliet Macur
The New York Times

Feature Video

Internet
“My Name is Mookie”
Francesa Trianni; Karl Vick; Josiah Bates
Time Magazine

Food Writing

Internet
“Flour Tortillas Finally Get Their Moment in New York City”
Bao Ong; Luke Fortney
Eater NY

Infographics

Magazine
“Painting a Picture of Corporate Misdeeds”
Nicolas Rapp, Brian O’Keefe
Fortune

Internet
“The Cost of Inequity”
Insider Staff
Insider

News Special

TV
"I'M SPEAKING" A Good Day New York Special”
Lamar Goering, Jessica Cohen, Lori Stokes
WNYW

Podcast

“Gangster Capitalism S3: Jerry Falwell Jr. and Liberty University”
Chris Corcoran, Zak Levitt, Andrew Jenks, Executive Producers; written/directed by Zak Levitt; narrated by Andrew Jenks
C13Originals, a Cadence13 studio

Political Coverage NYC Metro

Newspaper
“The Downfall of Andrew Cuomo”
J. David Goodman, Jesse McKinley, Danny Hakim and Luis Ferré-Sadurní
The New York Times

Radio
“WSOU 2021 Election night coverage”
Christian Gardner, Dylan Hunt, Ryan Henry and John Makuch
WSOU FM
Political Coverage NYC Metro (cont’d)

Internet
“De Blasio became NYC mayor with high hopes, leaves with confounding record”
Sally Goldenberg
POLITICO

Political Coverage National

Newspaper
“The Fall of Andrew Cuomo”
Jimmy Vielkind, Deanna Paul, Khadeeja Safdar, Joe Palazzolo and Rebecca Davis O’Brien
The Wall Street Journal

Magazine
“The Secret History”
Molly Ball
Time Magazine

Internet
“The definitive oral history of how Trump took over the GOP, as told to us by Cruz, Rubio, and 20 more insiders”
Adam Wren, Tom LoBianco, Warren Rojas, Nicole Gaudiano, and Darren Samuelsohn
Insider

Special Event Reporting NYC Metro

Newspaper
“Broadway Reopens”
Michael Paulson
The New York Times

TV
“On Stage Presents Broadway's Revival”
Spectrum News NY1 Staff
Spectrum News NY1

Radio
“The Mets on 9/11/2021”
The WCBS News Team
WCBS Newsradio 880

Internet
“A (remote) day in the life of NYC third graders”
Alex Zimmerman, Amy Zimmer, Christina Veiga, Reema Amin
Chalkbeat

Special Event Reporting National

Newspaper
“Wealth Interrupted: The Legacy of the 1921 Tulsa Race Massacre”
Staff of the Wall Street Journal
The Wall Street Journal

TV
“The Presidential Inauguration”
Digital Video Production Team
Spectrum News

Internet
“Pearl Harbor: 80-years-later”
Bita Ryan, Kerry Sanders, Vincent Genova, Ray Farmer Cory Leibin
NBCNews.Com / NBC News Nightly Films

Sports News

Newspaper
“The Gender Inequality of “March Madness”
Rachel Bachman, Louise Radnofsky and Laine Higgins
The Wall Street Journal

Internet
“The NBA’s Anti-Vaxxers Are Trying to Push Around the League — And It’s Working”
Matt Sullivan, writer; Elisabeth Garber-Paul, editor
Rolling Stone

Spot News NYC Metro

TV
"Fall from Power: Governor Andrew Cuomo Resigns"
Spectrum News NY1 Staff
Spectrum News NY1

Internet
"Ida's Deadly Aftermath"
Bobby Caina Calvan, David Porter, Jennifer Peltz and Michael Rubinkam
Associated Press
Spot News National

Radio
“Insurrection at the Capitol”
Bloomberg Radio
*Bloomberg Radio*

Spot News Photo

Newspaper
“Capitol Riot”
John Minchillo
*Associated Press*

Travel Writing

Internet
“Our Lady of Manhattan: What I learned praying the rosary while biking around New York City”
Matt Malone, S.J.
*America magazine*